Image credits for Schollmeyer and MacDonald 2017

Mimbres bowl line drawings are by Will Russell


Salado bowl: courtesy of Eastern Arizona College, from photo by Mathew A. Devitt

Catfish: By Duane Rivers - U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=415624 (this image is actually a channel catfish but they look extremely similar)

Mussel: By Joel Berylund - Own work, Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=495919 (this image is actually *Anodonta anatina* but they look extremely similar)

Beaver: By Steve from washington, dc, usa - American Beaver, CC BY-SA 2.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=3963858


Prairie dog: By Aaron Siirila, CC BY-SA 2.5, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=6164873

Burrowing owl: By SantaFeLady - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=50183411


All other images: public domain